
The best moments here thus belong not only to Haydn. Yet the world of classical music does not like group

projects. Since the age of Beethoven, professional art musicians have promoted the idea of the single inspired

genius, alone in a garret, at whose feet we can lay the laurels for the effects of a piece of music. We have

internalized these values to such an extent that we look to do the same in popular music, where we shower

‘the artists’ with awards and often ignore the fact that various songwriters, producers, session musicians and

the like may have had as much impact on what makes us love a tune as the face attached to it when it is

marketed. The eighteenth century was less afraid of such collective efforts, however, allowing singers,

librettists, set-designers, impresarios and sometimes even composers to share the limelight as creators (not

just interpreters) of a triumphant operatic occasion. In a similar vein, the successes on this set of discs belong

to a host of others besides just Haydn: to many tunesmiths largely anonymous, to poets known and

unknown, to editors (there are cases where we do not know whether and where alterations were made by

Thomson, for example), and of course to the performers. The recording project was steered by Marjorie

Rycroft, whose new editions of the Thomson settings (Joseph Haydn Werke, series 32, volumes 3 und 4

(Munich: Henle, 2001)) draw on a great deal of detailed research. Finally, the engineers at Brilliant have once

again released a huge set of CDs with top-notch production values for an extremely low price. We should

enjoy these CDs in an eighteenth-century spirit of group work. Just don’t do it in one sitting – or even a few

too long ones – or they will all sound the same!

matthew gelbart
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WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART ( 1756– 1791)
SONATAS FOR FORTEPIANO & VIOLIN

Petra Müllejans (violin), Kristian Bezuidenhout (fortepiano)

Harmonia Mundi HMU 907494, 2009; one disc, 73 minutes

Unlike other instrumental works by the composer, most notably the symphonies and the piano concertos,

Mozart’s violin sonatas – or, more correctly, his sonatas for fortepiano and violin – have not appeared on the

scene of historically informed performance practice until relatively recently. One recording of all the sonatas

(by Sigiswald Kuijken and Luc Devos, Accent ACC20041; five discs) was completed in 2005, and another

one just this summer (by Rachel Podger and Gary Cooper, Channel Classics CCS SA 21804, 22805, 23606,

24607, 25608, 26208 and 28109, 2004–2009; eight discs). Andrew Manze and Richard Egarr have contributed

selections, as have Jaap Schröder and Lambert Orkis. Nevertheless, there is still plenty of room on the market

for yet further forays into the subtle realm of Mozart’s duo sonatas – particularly since the balance of violin

and piano in these truly dialogic works is far more convincingly achieved on period instruments than it is on

their modern counterparts.

The two artists under scrutiny here are presenting their first collaboration on disc, having appeared as duo

partners in concerts for some years now. Both the violinist Petra Müllejans (perhaps better known to a wider

concert-going and CD-buying public as one of the two leaders and artistic directors of the Freiburger

Barockorchester) and the pianist Kristian Bezuidenhout are primarily period-instrument performers – but

both emphasize on their respective websites (<http://www.barockorchester.de/englisch/e_opetra.htm> and

<http://kristianbezuidenhout.com/>) that they are also keen performers of modern repertories on modern

instruments (Müllejans indeed as a player of Klezmer, tango and czardas). The claim in Müllejans’s

biography that her performances on the baroque violin are ‘quite unusual as she combines authentic period

style with emotional spontaneity’ might rub many the wrong way, as it implies that those exclusively engaged
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in historically informed performance lack such emotional spontaneity, but she may be forgiven for it by

presenting a selection of Mozart sonatas on disc in a manner that offers ample support to her somewhat

ambitious claim. Here, indeed, is ‘period’ performance as we have come to expect it from the best

practitioners in the field: flawless technique combined with breadth of conception, full of energy and life. It

may lack the raw and uncompromising (sometimes edgy) power of the Podger/Cooper collaboration on the

one hand, and the refinement and poised confidence of Manze/Egarr on the other; but in terms of ensemble

coherence and overall artistic merit, Müllejans and Bezuidenhout easily hold their own against their

competitors, and may perhaps even surpass them in the eyes of some.

The duo have chosen some of the ‘showpieces’ of the repertory: the ‘Strinasacchi’ Sonata in B flat major,

K454, named after the famed Italian violinist for whom it was written, as the most technically demanding; the

‘One-hour’ Sonata in G major, K379 (nicknamed because the composer claimed he had written it within one

hour in 1781); the extroverted Sonata in C major K296 from Mannheim; and the rarely heard but nevertheless

delightful set of variations on the French song ‘Au bord d’une fontaine’ (‘Hélas, j’ai perdu mon amant’),

K360. (The entire programme is competently introduced by Bezuidenhout himself in an attractive and

well-presented booklet.) All four works are, in the nomenclature of the time, composed for ‘pianoforte and

violin’ (not vice versa – a practice which persisted well into the nineteenth century), but they are in essence

dialogues, conversations of equal partners; and the way in which Müllejans and Bezuidenhout ‘converse’

with one another is harmonious and intimate indeed. This could (or should) be taken for granted, but their

musical interaction remains impressive, especially since there is a great and gratifying sense of rhythmic

freedom, gentle variations of tempo from one variation to another, subtle rubatos and little pauses at the

ends of phrases to take a figurative breath. This overall sense of pace and breadth is in fact the most

outstanding feature of the recording, brought out to greatest effect in the slow movements and the sets

of variations (the dreamy Adagio variation in the second movement of K379, for example, is utterly

enchanting). The playing style contains all the good things we have become accustomed to from historically

informed performers without being pretentiously learned, with judicious vibrato and the occasional

portamento in the violin, unobtrusive embellishments in both instruments, and mini-cadenzas in the

fortepiano bridging the occasional fermata.

The quibbles are minor. For unexplained reasons (perhaps lack of disc space), the developments and

recapitulations of the sonata-form movements are not repeated. Dynamic contrasts are perhaps not

explored as much as they could have been, with good portions of the music resting in a comfortable (while

admittedly very beautiful) range of mezzo piano to mezzo forte, and even with some odd choices in K454,

where the dynamics written by the composer seem reversed in the recording. This is a pity, all the more so

since the abovementioned Adagio and some other passages show the duo to have an utterly ravishing

pianissimo at their disposal, also some crisply accentuated forte accents when needed. All in all, however, this

is an utterly engaging recording of utterly engaging music; it is to be hoped that both the the duo and

Harmonia Mundi meet with enough success – both commercial and artistic – to continue with their efforts.

thomas schmidt-beste
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